Abstract. When several agents are engaged in an argumentation process, they are faced with the problem of deciding how to contribute to the current state of the debate in order to satisfy their own goal, ie. to make an argument under a given semantics accepted or not. In this paper, we study the minimal changes (or target sets) on the current state of the debate that are required to achieve such a goal, where changes are the addition and/or deletion of attacks among arguments. We study some properties of these target sets, and propose a Maude specification of rewriting rules which allow to compute all the target sets for some types of goals.
Introduction
Debates are pursued with the aim to obtain at the end a set of accepted arguments. As in [1] [2] [3] , we assume that such debates are represented by a central, dynamic argumentation system which is modified by the agents' locutions. During these debates, each agent tries to argue in such a way that his own argumentative goals belong to the final set of accepted arguments in the central system. Given the number of participants and of proposed arguments, it is a challenging task to identify the part of the debate to focus on and to compute possible modifications which can affect the current state of the debate, in order to achieve a given argumentative goal.
We assume in this work, as it is done in [1] [2] [3] , that the participating agents may disagree on the existence of binary attacks between some pairs of arguments. But what can cause such a disagreement? First, in the framework of value-based argumentation [4] , a defeat relation between two arguments holds if there is a conflict between those arguments, and if the value promoted by the attacking argument is higher than the value promoted by the other argument. Therefore, if two agents order these values differently, they may disagree on the existence of this defeat relation. A similar type of reasoning is applied in preference-based argumentation [5] . Second, a usual phenomenon in everyday argumentation is the disagreement on the existence of a conflict between some pairs of arguments. Often, the claim of an argument does not explicitly contradict one of the premises of another argument (nor its claim), but it may still be considered that it is and also restricted to adding/removing attacks. Most importantly, our work focuses on the design of a procedure which returns the target sets in a given situation. The recent work of [16, 17] is also closely related. They share with us the view that the possible modifications of the system may be constrained, and also investigate practical computation techniques to enforce argumentative goals. In theory, their model caters for sequences of basic modifications of the system (and allows addition and removal of arguments as well). One important difference is that they do not focus on minimal changes. In practice, they design a tool which relies on characterization results for the dynamics of argumentation systems studied in [16] . The current implementation is restricted to single modifications [17] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some basic background on abstract argumentation theory [18] and the notion of acceptability. Section 3 formalizes the notions of successful moves and of target sets, and highlights some important properties that they exhibit. In Section 4 we give the specification of rewriting rules to be used with the Maude system. We study some key properties that can (or cannot) be guaranteed with our approach. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
Background
In this section, we provide the basic concepts of abstract argumentation frameworks, as proposed by Dung [18] , in which the exact content of arguments is left unspecified. In the definition of argumentation system we provide here, the difference compared to [18] is that we do not only have the standard attack relation (here denoted R), but we also have a relation R + which denotes the attacks which can be added to the system, and a relation R − which denotes the attacks which can be removed from the system. Definition 1. We define an argumentation system as a tuple AS = A, R, R + , R − , where A is a finite set of arguments, R ⊆ A × A is a binary attack relation between arguments, R + ⊆ A × A, with R + ∩ R = {}, contains the pairs of arguments which can be added in R, and R − ⊆ R contains the pairs of arguments which can be removed from R.
As stated in the introduction, we assume that the arguments of such a system have been fixed on a previous phase where the agents have put forward the arguments they thought were pertinent for the debate, and have then voted on the arguments. Moreover, attacks in R \ R − are supposed to be attacks on which a quasi unanimity of agents have agreed (these attacks are not questioned anymore), whereas the validity of attacks in R + and R − is still debated. For convenience, we will denote At = R ∪ R + the set of attacks which are either on the system, or can be added to it. Note that we will only consider systems having a finite number of arguments, so |A| is finite.
From now on, we will focus on the attack relations more than on the arguments. We will then need the following definition. Definition 2. Let AS = A, R, R + , R − , and x = (a, b) ∈ At. We refer to the argument a as the tail of the attack x, denoted by tail(x) = a, and we refer to the argument b as the head of the attack x, denoted by head(x) = b. Let x, y ∈ At. We will say that x hits y, denoted by hits(x, y), if head(x) = tail(y).
This system can be represented as follows:
Non-removable attacks are represented by thick arrows, removable attacks by simple arrows, and addable attacks by dotted arrows. For the sake of convenience, we will denote an attack (a, b) ∈ At simply as ab. We have that tail(ba) = b, head(ba) = a and also hits(ab, ba), as well as hits(ba, ab).
In Dung's framework, the acceptability of an argument depends on its membership to some sets, called extensions.
Definition 3.
Let AS = A, R, R + , R − and C ⊆ A. The set C is conflict-free iff ∃x ∈ R such that tail(x) ∈ C and head(x) ∈ C. An argument a ∈ A is acceptable w.r.t. C iff ∀x ∈ R: if head(x) = a, then ∃y ∈ R such that hits(y, x) and tail(y) ∈ C.
Several types of extensions have been defined by Dung [18] . Definition 4. Let C ⊆ A be conflict-free. C is an admissible extension iff each argument of C is acceptable w.r.t. C. C is a preferred extension iff it is a maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) admissible extension. C is a complete extension iff every argument in C is acceptable w.r.t. C, and ∀x ∈ A: if x is acceptable w.r.t. C, then x ∈ C. C is a grounded extension iff it is the minimal (w.r.t. ⊆) complete extension. Admissible, preferred, complete and grounded semantics are from now on denoted Adm, Pref, Comp and Gr, respectively.
The next question is to decide, given a semantics, which arguments are acceptable.
Definition 5. Let AS = A, R, R + , R − and a ∈ A. Argument a is said credulously accepted w.r.t. system AS under semantics S ∈ {Adm, Pre f ,Comp, Gr}, denoted S ∃ (a, AS), iff a belongs to at least one extension of AS under the S semantics. Argument a is said sceptically accepted w.r.t. AS under semantics S ∈ {Adm, Pre f ,Comp, Gr}, denoted S ∀ (a, AS), iff a belongs to all the extensions of AS under the S semantics.
As {} is always an admissible extension, Adm ∀ (a, AS) does not hold for any a ∈ A. So, sceptical acceptability under admissible semantics is not an interesting notion, and we will not refer to it anymore. As there always exists a unique grounded extension, there is no difference between credulous and sceptical acceptability for grounded semantics. If a ∈ A is accepted under the grounded semantics, we simply denote this by Gr(a, AS). Moreover, as stated in [18] , an argument a ∈ A belongs to the grounded extension if and only if it is sceptically accepted under the complete semantics (thus, Gr(a, AS) ⇔ Comp ∀ (a, AS)). We will use this latter notation to refer to the grounded extension.
In the rest of the paper, we will denote by Sem = {Adm, Pre f ,Comp} the set of admissible, preferred and complete semantics. Moreover, for the sake of readability, if there is no danger of confusing which argumentation system we refer to, we will simply write ∀S ∈ Sem, S ∃ (a), or S ∀ (a), without mentioning the AS.
The following property states that the set of arguments credulously accepted under the admissible semantics are the same as those accepted under the preferred, or the complete semantics. Property 1. [18] Let AS = A, R, R + , R − be an argumentation system, and a ∈ A. It holds that
The case of sceptical acceptability is a bit different. Every argument sceptically accepted under complete semantics is also sceptically accepted under preferred semantics, but the inverse does not hold in the general case.
Property 2. [18]
Let AS = A, R, R + , R − be an argumentation system, and a ∈ A. It holds that Comp ∀ (a, AS) ⇒ Pre f ∀ (a, AS). The inverse does not necessarily hold.
As we have just seen, Dung's semantics [18] are stated in terms of sets of arguments, but it is also possible to express them using argument labeling [19, 20] . Roughly, an argument is in if all its attackers are out, it is out if it has at least an attacker in, otherwise it is undec. Villata et al. [9] introduce attack semantics where arguments are accepted when there are no successful attacks on them. An attack x is '1' when tail(x) is in, '?' when tail(x) is undec, and '0' when tail(x) is out. An attack is called successful when it is '1' or '?', and unsuccessful when it is '0'.
In argument semantics, an extension for a semantics S ∈ Sem contains a and c. Thus, b is rejected (out) whereas a and c are accepted (in). In attack semantics, the attacks (a, b) ∈ R and (c, b) ∈ R are successful, whereas (b, c) ∈ R is unsuccessful.
Boella et al. [7] propose a new kind of labelling, called conditional labelling. The idea is to provide the agents with a way to discover the arguments they should attack to get a particular argument accepted or rejected. Given a conditional labelling, the agents have complete knowledge about the consequences of the attacks they may raise on the acceptability of each argument without having to recompute the labelling for each possible set of attacks they may raise.
Argumentative goals and target sets
In this work, we consider that attacks are the core components of an argumentation system and thus prefer to commit to the attack semantics. As said before, we assume that the arguments of a system cannot change (neither new arguments can be added, nor arguments can be removed). Instead, we consider that the only change that can happen is the addition of new attacks and the removal of some attacks already in the system. A central notion, related to this type of change, is the following notion of atom.
Definition 6. Let AS = A, R, R + , R − be an argumentation system, x ∈ At = R ∪ R + be an attack, and d ∈ A be an argument. An atom of AS is defined as follows: The atom (x, +, #) (resp. (x, −, #)) indicates the action of adding (resp. removing) the attack x from the system. The atom (x, 1, * ) (resp. (x, ?, * ), resp. (x, 0, * )) indicates that we must find a way for attack x to become '1' (resp. '?', resp. '0'). 6 On the other hand, the atom (x, 1, #) (resp. (x, ?, #), resp. (x, 0, #)), indicates that we have already found a way for attack x to become '1' (resp. '?', resp. '0'). PRO(d) and CON(d) are two specific atoms regarding the acceptability status of d. Their exact meaning will be explained later. Finally, the atom ⊥ indicates failure, whereas indicates success.
By using the atoms (x, +, #) and (x, −, #), we define the notion of move on a system:
The resulting system of playing move m on AS is the argumentation system
Example 1, cont. The move m = {(ed, −, #), (ac, +, #)} on AS will lead to the following system ∆(AS, m):
If we are able to play a move on AS = A, R, R + , R − , we may be motivated to play it by the desire to satisfy a specific goal. Let us formally define this notion of goal.
Definition 8. Let Systems be a set of argumentation systems, and Props be a set of properties, such that each property can refer to any AS ∈ Systems. We define the function f : Props × Systems → {true, f alse}, such that ∀P ∈ Props, ∀AS ∈ Systems, it holds that f (P, AS) = true iff P, when referring to AS, holds; otherwise f (P, AS) = f alse. A property P may be chosen as a positive goal: we say that goal P is satisfied in AS iff f (P, AS) = true. A negated property ¬P may be chosen as a negative goal: we say that goal ¬P is satisfied in AS iff f (P, AS) = f alse (that is iff f (¬P, AS) = true).
If a specific (positive or negative) goal is not satisfied in AS, then we search for possible moves m on AS leading to a modified system ∆(AS, m) in which that goal is satisfied. Any move on AS which achieves this is called a successful move. Such a succesful move is called a target set if the changes induced by it on AS are minimal. Definition 9. Let AS = A, R, R + , R − , and Props be a set of properties. Let m be a move on AS, P ∈ Props, and g be a goal, that is P or ¬P. m is called successful move for goal g iff goal g is satisfied in ∆(AS, m), that is if f (g, ∆(AS, m)) = true. m is called target set for goal g iff m is minimal w.r.t. ⊆ among all the successful moves for g.
Let us now describe the types of goals that we focus on. Let AS = A, R, R + , R − , m be a move on AS, X ∈ {∃, ∀} and S ∈ Sem. We focus on the acceptance of a single argument d ∈ A called the issue, and we consider these two types of goals:
Example 1, cont. Let d ∈ A be the issue. d does not belong to any admissible extension of AS. The goal S ∃ (d) consisting in placing d in some admissible (or preferred, or complete) extension has three target sets:
∃ : this move is successful for S ∃ (d), but it is not a target set, as it is not minimal. Now, regarding sceptical preferred semantics, it holds that T
Finally, as far as grounded semantics is concerned,
We now provide some properties of succesful moves and of target sets. , then d belongs in all the preferred extensions of AS , therefore d belongs in at least one preferred extension of AS (so, it also belongs in at least one admissible, and in at least one complete extension of AS ). Thus, it holds that m ∈ M S ∃ , and we have
The proof is similar in the case of negative goals. It is omitted due to the lack of space. Having highlighted some properties of the successful moves and of the target sets, we define in the following section our rewriting procedure which computes target sets.
Computing Target Sets and Successful Moves
In this section we provide a set of rewriting rules which help us to compute, for any system AS = A, R, R + , R − , all the target sets for some types of goals. In order to do this, we have used the Maude 7 system [8] which is based on rewriting logic. This section is arranged as follows: we start by explaining what Maude is and why it is useful for the type of computations we want to make. Then, we analyze the core component of our program, its set of rules. Afterwards, we explain the rewriting procedure of Maude, in the context of our program. Finally, we prove some important properties.
The Maude rewriting system and the intuition behind our program
Maude is both a declarative programming language and a system. It is based on rewriting logic and it can model systems and the actions within those systems. Maude is a highlevel, expressive language, which can model from biological systems to programming languages, including itself. A program in Maude is a logical theory, and a computation made by that program is logical deduction using the axioms of the theory.
Our Maude program, presented in Appendix A, is given as input a term which describes an argumentation system AS = A, R, R + , R − and contains either PRO(d) or
If we want to ensure the (positive) goal of accepting argument d under some semantics, we start with PRO(d). Otherwise, if we want to ensure the (negative) goal of rejecting d, we start with CON(d). Maude starts from these atoms and, based on a set of rewriting rules and equations, rewrites the initial term, thus producing new terms, which are, in turn, rewritten. The system stops when all the computed terms are non-rewritable. We will see that every term of the output corresponds to a move on the initial system AS. Their connection with the status of d is detailed in Property 6.
The Rewriting Rules
Before explaining the rules of our program, we must provide two more basic definitions. The notion of atom is central in what follows. The connectors ∧ and ∨ are used in order to link atoms, forming conjuncts and formulas. We now proceed to the analysis of the program's rules. There exist two types of rules: Atom expansions, or rewriting rules, indicated by '=>', and atom simplifications, or equations, indicated by '='. In our program, an atom expansion replaces two atoms appearing in an open conjunct by some other atoms, whereas an atom simplification replaces two atoms found in the same conjunct by a single atom.
Let us briefly explain the intuition behind the expansion rules. Depending on whether we want to accept or reject the issue, we start from it and we navigate the attacks backwards, while adding and removing attacks, trying to enforce the status of the attacks relevant to the issue. When there exist more than one choice to achieve our goal, we try to explore all the possibilities (combinations of additions and removals). Very roughly, if at some point of the computation, the left side of an expansion rule appears, Maude replaces it with the right side of that rule. The same principle holds for equations.
So, when the initial goal is PRO(d), we want to see the issue d accepted. To do so, we have to take each attack against d, one at the time, and either remove it (if it belongs to R − ), or make it '0' by making an attack which attacks it become '1'. On the other hand, when the initial goal is CON(d), and we want to see d rejected, we have to either make one attack against d become '1', add such an attack if it is in R + (and ensure its succesfulness), or to make one attack against d become '?'. Let us see the rules in more detail:
Rules 1-3 say that if an attack is '1', then for every attack against it, either that attack is '0' (rule 1), or it is removed (rule 2), or (if it belongs to R + ) we introduce an atom (x, 0, #) which will lead to a simplification if we later add this attack (rule 3), thus it can never become successful. Rules 4-5 say that if an attack is '0', then there exists an attack against it which is '1'. That attack is either already in the system (rule 4), or it is added to it (rule 5). Rules 6-12 say that if an attack is '?', then two things hold: first, there exists at least one attack against it which is also '?' (rules 6 and 7). 8 Also, the rest of the attacks set against it are either '?', or '0', or removed (rules 8-10), or (if they belong to R + ) we introduce (x, 0, #) and (x, ?, #), which will lead to simplifications if we later add these attack and try to make them '1' (rules [11] [12] . Rules 13-15 say that in the PRO case every attack against the issue is either '0' (rule 13), is removed (rule 14), or (if it belongs to R + ) we introduce an atom (x, 0, #) for the same reason as explained above (rule 15). finally , say that in the CON case there exists one attack against the issue which is either '1' (rules 16 and 17) or '?' (rules 18 and 19) . Now, as far as the simplification rules (equations) are concerned: Equation 1 says that if two identical atoms appear in the same conjunct, then one of them is deleted. Equation 2 performs a simplification related to the '?' status of an attack. Equation 3 says that if an open atom and a closed atom (which are otherwise identical) appear in the same conjuct, then the open atom is deleted. Equations 4-6 say that if two atoms referring to the same attack, but indicating different status, appear in the same conjunct, then ⊥ is introduced. Equations 7-8 say that if an attack which cannot be attacked is set to be '?' or '0', then ⊥ is introduced. Equations 9-10 are applied in case there exist no potential attacks against d. Equation 11, finally, says that the atom ⊥ once it appears in a conjunct, it reduces that conjunct into ⊥.
Also, notice the and operator in the program (corresponding to the ∧ sign) which is declared as associative and commutative. This makes the firing of expansion and simplification rules easy, regardless of the position of the atoms in a conjunct.
Finally, we explain how an argumentation system is represented and passed as input to our program. We define the attacks of the system by using the following conventions. The name of an attack must be preceded by '. If attack x ∈ R + (resp. x ∈ R − ) then its name starts with '+' (resp. '−'). Also, by using the hits, isNotHit and hitsArg operators, we define how the attacks are related to each other (and to the issue). For example ('-cd hitsArg d) means that head(−cd) = d. Moreover, ('+bc hits '-cd) means that hits(+bc, −cd). Finally, (isNotHit '-ed) means there is no attack against the attack -ed.
The Rewriting Procedure (RP)
Now we explain how the rewriting procedure of Maude works, not in general, but in the specific case of our program. Informally, its input is an argumentation system AS, either the atom PRO(d) or the atom CON(d), a set of expansion rules and a set of simplification rules. The rewriting procedure starts from PRO(d) or CON(d). All the applicable expansion rules are considered, one-by-one. For every applicable expansion rule, that rule is applied, and a set of new conjuncts is computed. In every new conjunct, simplification rules are applied repeatedly, until no more simplification rules are applicable. Once an "expansion-simplification" step is finished, all the conjuncts computed in the previous step are considered (one by one) and there follows another "expansion-simplification" step. These steps are repeated until, at some point, there are no conjuncts which can
a set of expansion rules, a set of simplification rules.
Result: A set of moves M d .
Initialise formula currF := initF ; while currF has an expandable conjunct do Let Exp denote the set of all the expandable conjuncts of currF ; foreach conjunct C ∈ Exp do Initialise the set of conjuncts repl C := {} ; foreach applicable rewriting rule rl on C do if rule rl applied on C gives C then while a simplification can be applied on C do Choose such a simplification, and apply it on C ; Add C into the set repl C ; Replace C with
Initialise the set of moves M d := {} ; > search PRO(d) and ('-cd hitsArg d) and ('-ed hitsArg d) and ('+bc hits '-cd) and ('+ac hits '-cd) and ('ba hits '+ac) and ('ba hits 'ab) and ('ab hits '+bc) and ('ab hits 'ba) and (isNotHit '-ed) =>! C:Conjunct .
Two important remarks: first, the "search" keyword tells Maude that whenever more than one rewriting rules are applicable, it must consider them all, one at a time, in a Breadth-First-Search way. This is essential in order to find all the possible rewritings. Second, by using =>! C:Conjunct, we tell Maude to continue the rewritings, until the obtained terms are non-rewritable conjuncts.
Once this computation finishes, we obtain three conjuncts which correspond to moves on AS, as well as a fourth conjunct ⊥. The moves corresponding to the three conjuncts
Now, let us highlight some properties of the RP procedure.
Property 5. The procedure RP always terminates.
Proof. RP starts with a conjunct containing PRO(d) or CON(d). It finds all the applicable expansion rules, therefore it computes a number of new conjuncts. We can see the initial conjunct as the root of a tree and the new conjuncts as the children of the root. Gradually, RP will compute a tree whose nodes are conjuncts. We will prove that this tree has obligatorily a finite number of nodes. First, from the expansion rules it follows that every conjunct computed by RP has a finite number of atoms. Moreover, there is a finite number of applicable rules on every conjunct, so the branching factor of the tree is finite. Finally, we must prove that the depth of the tree is finite. From the set of rewriting rules, it follows that a conjunct will be expandable (that is not a leaf node), if it contains an open atom and an atom of the form (x hits y), or of the form (x hitsArg d). 9 Notice that every conjunct contains a finite number of (x hits y) and (x hitsArg d) atoms, because the number of arguments and attacks of AS is finite. Also, after the application of any expansion rule, the newly created conjunct contains one less (x hits y) or (x hitsArg d) atom than its parent-node. As a result, the depth of the tree cannot be greater than the initial number of (x hits y) and (x hitsArg d) atoms, which is finite. So, we have proved that RP always terminates.
At this point, we underline that the "search" keyword ensures that, after a simplification step, Maude tries every applicable rewriting rule. Therefore, the order in which the rules are checked (Maude uses an internal strategy to decide on the order) does not affect the results.
We now analyze the output of the rewriting procedure w.r.t. the different argumentative goals. We shall say that: (1) the procedure is correct for successful moves (resp. target sets) for goal g if every move it returns is successful (resp. a target set) for g ; (2) the procedure is complete for successful moves (resp. target sets) for goal g if it returns all the successful moves (resp. the target sets) for g.
As shown by Figure 1 , correctness for target sets is not satisfied: the procedure returns, for PRO or CON, some moves that are not target sets for any of the semantics. But in some cases we can ensure that the procedure is correct for successful moves-in that case moves only fail on the minimality criterion. In the same way, the completeness for successful moves is not satisfied: RP does not give all the successful moves for any semantics (in the general case). However, completeness for target sets can be obtained in some cases. Of course, the most interesting lines are those for which we have "Yes" in both columns: only successful moves are returned, and all the target sets are.
Property 6. The following table illustrates for which goals the rewriting procedure is correct for successful moves and/or complete for target sets.
Goal
Correctness for successful moves Completeness for target sets
Note that the completeness regarding the goal ¬Pre f ∀ (d) is left open so far. However, for the sake of readability, we draw Figure 1 assuming that the answer is "Yes".
Proof. There are counter-examples for the "No" entries of the table, omitted due to the lack of space. As far as the "Yes" cases are concerned, we only provide the proofs of completeness and correctness for S ∃ (d).
. The move m correponds to some conjunct, denoted c m , computed by RP. From c m we can construct the set of arguments D = {x | (xy, 1, s) is an atom of c m }. We will now prove that in ∆(AS, m) = A, R m , R + m , R − m , it holds that D is an admissible set of arguments which defends argument d. First, let us assume that in ∆(AS, m) the set D is not conflict-free. In that case there exist two arguments x 1 , x 2 ∈ D, such that x 1 x 2 ∈ R m . Now, x 1 , x 2 ∈ D implies that ∃x 3 , x 4 ∈ A such that (x 1 x 3 , 1, s) and (x 2 x 4 , 1, s) are atoms of c m . Given that (x 2 x 4 , 1, s) appears in c m , and that x 1 x 2 ∈ R m , it follows that atom (x 1 x 2 , 0, s) must also appear in c m (from expansion rule 1). In turn, this means that ∃x 5 ∈ A such that (x 5 x 1 , 1, s) also appears in c m (from expansion rules 4, 5) . Similarly, given that (x 1 x 3 , 1, s) appears in c m , it holds that (x 5 x 1 , 0, s) also appears in c m . But, it is impossible for both (x 5 x 1 , 1, s) and (x 5 x 1 , 0, s) to appear in the same conjunct (as they would have been simplified into ⊥). Therefore, we have proved that D is conflict-free. Second, let us assume that in the system ∆(AS, m), the set D does not defend all its elements. In that case ∃x 1 ∈ D and ∃x 2 ∈ D such that x 2 x 1 ∈ R m , and no argument of D attacks x 2 . x 1 ∈ D implies that ∃x 0 ∈ A such that atom (x 1 x 0 , 1, s) appears in c m . So, it follows that atom (x 2 x 1 , 0, s) also appears in c m (from expansion rule 1), and as a result, ∃x 3 ∈ A such that atom (x 3 x 2 , 1, s) also appears in c m . By definition of the set D, notice that x 3 ∈ D. Impossible, since we assumed that no argument of D attacks x 2 in ∆(AS, m). Therefore, we have proved that D defends all its elements. Given that D is conflict-free and it defends all its elements, it follows that D is an admissible set of arguments. Finally, since for every attack xd ∈ R m against the issue d, it holds that atom (xd, 0, s) appears in c m (because of expansion rule 13), it holds that argument d is defended by the set D. From this, and from the fact that D is admissible in ∆(AS, m), it follows that D ∪ {d} is admissible in ∆(AS, m). Thus, m ∈ M S ∃ , and we have proved that
∃ . We will prove that RP constructs a tree which has a leaf node containing all the atoms of t, and no additional (x, +, #), or (x, −, #) atoms. Let the set {x 1 , . . . , x n } contains the arguments attacking d in AS. Let P = {(x 1 d, −, #), . . . , (x n d, −, #)}. t contains a subset of atoms P ⊆ P, and cannot contain any atoms of the form (xd, +, #). Moreover, it is not difficult to prove that the tree has a node n (not a leaf, in the general case) which contains all the atoms of P , and no other (x, +, #) or (x, −, #) atoms. Let {x k , . . . , x l } ⊆ {x 1 , . . . , x n } denote the arguments whose attacks against d remain in ∆(AS,t). According to the expansion rules for PRO(d), the node n also contains the atoms (x k d, 0, * ), . . . , (x l d, 0, * ). Thus t contains the atoms of P and some additional atoms, resulting from the expansions of (x k d, 0, * ), . . . , (x l d, 0, * ), so it can be denoted t = P ∪ Q. Note that every atom of Q refers to an attack necessarily "connected" to an argument of {x k , . . . , x l }. Let us focus on the attacks against d which are not removed. Those attacking arguments must get attacked back, in order for d to be reinstated. At this point, it is not difficult to prove that, for every argument x i ∈ {x k , . . . , x l }: (1) It is impossible for any (yx i , −, #) atom to appear in t. (2) It is impossible for two atoms (y 1 x i , +, #) and (y 2 x i , +, #) to appear in t. As a result, for every argument x i ∈ {x k , . . . , x l }, t can only contain 0 or 1 atoms of the type (yx i , +, #). Now we must make sure that RP computes all these possible combinations of attack additions reinstating d. When RP expands the node n, it creates a node for every possible combination of attack additions reinstating d. Thus, there will be below the node n a number of nodes which contain either 0 or 1 atoms of the type (yx i , +, #) for every x i ∈ {x k , . . . , x l }. One of these nodes will obligatorily contain exactly the atoms of t which indicate attack additions against the arguments {x k , . . . , x l }. Moreover, if such a node contains atom (yx i , +, #), then it also contains atom (yx i , 1, * ), as the added attacks must be '1'. RP continues to search the graph backwards, considering the indirect attackers (and defenders) of d, using the expansion rules for the (yx i , 1, * ) atoms. Therefore, after a finite number of expansions, the procedure will compute a node which contains exactly the (x, +, #) and (x, −, #) atoms found in t. This last statement is true only if the simplification rules which produce ⊥ cannot lead to the "loss of a target set". Two simplification rules can introduce ⊥ here: the first one says that if there is a node n containing (xy, 0, * ), and no potential attacker of x in the system, ⊥ is introduced. Having (xy, 0, * ) in n means that all the target sets found in the subtree below n must lead to a modified system where there is an attack against x. Since x has no potential attackers this can never happen. The second rule says that if node n contains both (xy, 0, s) and (xy, 1, s), ⊥ is introduced. Let n a node containing both (xy, 0, s) and (xy, 1, s). Every eventual target set found in the subtree below n leads to a modified system in which some admissibe extension: (a) attacks the argument x (because of (xy, 0, s)), and (b) contains argument x (because of (xy, 1, s)). This is impossible.
Conclusion
The dynamics of argumentation systems is a central and compelling notion to address when debates are to be considered among users or agents. However, the task of computing which move to make in order to reach a given argumentative goal is difficult. In this paper we focus on complex simultaneous moves involving addition and retraction of attacks. We first proved a number of results related to the relation which holds among sets of successful moves and target sets. Then we described an approach based on a dedicated rewriting procedure within the Maude system, and proposed rules inspired from the attack semantics [9] . This approach provides the advantage of being relatively easy to design and interpret. This is an important feature if we consider a context where such moves are suggested to a user, since for instance traces can provide human-readable explanations of the result of the procedure. We then presented a number of results regarding the procedure (together with our rules): regarding positive goals, it is correct for successful moves and complete for target sets for any credulous semantics; while it is complete for target sets for the complete semantics, regardless of the type of goal considered (we recall that grounded semantics are included as a special case).
As far as potential extensions of this work are concerned, there are a number of possibilities. First, the efficiency of our rewriting procedure requires further investigation. We also plan to make some modifications of the procedure, in order to be correct and/or complete for more semantics. At this point, we note that adding the possibility to explicitly add/remove arguments from a system would require the definition of some additional rules, but it would not significantly change the procedure. Finally, we will study the use of target sets in protocols for multi-agent debates. We wish to analyze the properties of such protocols, as well as the possible strategic considerations of the agents.
